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Abstract

Ž . Ž .Application of ‘high voltage’ HV pulses transdermal voltage U )50 V to preparations of human skin have been previouslyskin
Ž .hypothesized to cause electroporation of multilamellar lipid barriers within the stratum corneum SC . Such pulses cause large increases

Ž .in molecular transport and decrease in the skin’s electrical resistance. Here we describe the local transport regions LTRs and the
Ž .surrounding local dissipiation regions LDRs that dominate the skin’s response to both ‘long’ and ‘short’ HV pulses. The number of

LTRrLDRs depends on U , but their size depends on pulse duration, so that LDRs can merge to form large regions containing severalskin

LTRs. LTRs themselves are not spatially homogeneous, as they have a ringlike structure, which is interpreted as involving different
transport behavior viz. aqueous pathways which are either predominantly perpendicular or parallel to the SC. Our observations are

Ž .consistent with the hypothesis that localized aqueous pathway formation electroporation occurs first, followed by secondary processes
involving the entry of water into the SC and also localized heating. q 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Background

Ž .The stratum corneum SC is the outermost, essentially
Ž .dead layer of the skin. Even though thin about 20 mm

w x1 , the SC is the primary barrier to entry of ions and
w xmolecules into the body 2–4 . This barrier therefore pro-

tects the underlying tissue and the body from infectious
agents, toxic compounds, and water loss. Uncontrolled
compromise of the skin’s barrier function is therefore
generally undesirable. However, for transdermal drug de-
livery the SC’s barrier must be overcome. Understanding
basic features of transdermal molecular and ionic transport
is therefore important, and motivated the present study of
the highly localized transport that results from the applica-
tion of HV pulses.

Ž .The use of low voltages -5 V to drive molecular
transport across the skin by iontophoresis is well known
w x5,6 , but neither the mechanism of transport at the molecu-
lar level nor the location of transport pathways is fully
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w xunderstood 7–10 . It is generally believed that preexisting
aqueous pathways provide the main iontophoresis transport
routes. More specifically, much of the transport is often
associated with hair follicles and sweat ducts, where trans-
port involves local electrophoresis. Moreover, it is be-
lieved that insignificant structural changes in the SC ac-
company iontophoresis, and that instead electrically driven
entry of higher ionic strength electrolyte into preexisting
aqueous pathways lowers the SC resistance and increases

w xtransport 11 .
In contrast, HV pulses cause rapid, large increases in

w xmolecular and ionic transport 12–14 . As in single bilayer
membrane barriers, these pulses are hypothesized to create
new aqueous pathways, and to simultaneously provide a
local electrical driving force, which together leads to a
transport enhancement for charged species by orders of
magnitude.

The onset of the response of the skin to ‘high voltage’
y6 w xpulses is very rapid on the order of 10 s 15,16 . For a

Žtypical in vitro experiment with a skin specimen A fskin
2 .0.7 cm , the external resistance between the electrodes

and the skin is of order R f100 V and the skinbulk
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Ž .capacitance due mostly to the SC is of order C f10skin

nF. Thus, the charging time constant is of order R Pbulk

C st f1 ms. The observed time scale of aqueousskin CHG
w xpathway creation is similar 16 . In contrast, molecular

transport across the skin cannot be readily measured for
w xtimes shorter than a few seconds 17 . The largest change

in R occurs during the first pulse, consistent with theskin

idea that new aqueous pathways are rapidly created, fol-
lowed by some recovery. Subsequent pulses yield further
but smaller resistance drops, which is consistent with the
creation of still more pathways or enlarging of already
created pathways. Moreover, an approximate plateau is
observed for the dependence of molecular transport on

w xU for interpulse times shorter than 10 s 18 . Finally, theskin

recovery of the skin after ‘high voltage’ pulsing is similar
w xto artificial and cell bilayer membrane electroporation 18 .

Here, the skin resistance, R , recovers almost com-skin

pletely on a time scale ranging from less than seconds up
to minutes for the smaller, shorter ‘high voltage’ pulses.
There is a progression to negligible recovery for larger
pulses. Significantly, electroporation is believed to be a
non thermal phenomenon, in which rapid, electrostatically
driven structural rearrangements take place before any

w xsignificant heating occurs 19 . However, subsequent Joule
heating may raise the temperature of the electrolyte within
the aqueous pathways.

Localization of molecular and ionic transport across
skin subjected to HV pulses has been only partially charac-
terized in previous studies, which involved real time video

recording of fluorescence microscopy, electrochemical de-
position imaging based on the formation of light-absorbing
AgCl by Cly ions, temporary confinement of transported

Ž .molecules within a thin gel agarose layer held next to the
Žskin on the receptor side ‘gel localized microscopy’s

w x. w xGLM; 20 , and confocal microscopy 21 .
Ž .These previous studies of local transport regions LTRs

demonstrated that the current density is maximal in the
center of a LTR but does not decay immediately at the
borders of the LTR. By using GLM most of the molecules
were found at center of the LTR’s which implies that the
sites involved in molecular transport occupy only a frac-

Žtion of the entire region involved in transport ionic and
. w xmolecular 20 . In comparison to a bilayer membrane
Ž .thickness about 4 nm , transport across the SC involves

Ž .relatively long pathways about 20 mm , i.e., a factor of
f4=103 longer. Thus, although single bilayer membrane
is believed to involve small local temperature increases
due to the secondary process of ohmic dissipation, the

wamount of local heating can be significant for skin 15,22–
x25 but is behind the scope of this study.

2. Materials and methods

We used multiple parameter measurements for each
skin preparation, which is important because of variability
of biological specimens.

Ž .Fig. 1. Idealized drawing of the outer layers of the skin, showing the hypothetical structure of a local transport region LTR contained within a local
Ž .dissipation region LDR . Our results support the interpretation that small ion transport is concentrated within the LDRs, and that molecular transport is

Ževen more localized, occurring within the smaller LTRs. Here, a LTR is represented by a cylindrical region, with a thickness of the SC d s10 to 20SC
. Ž .mm and a radius r s10 to 100 mm , which is strongly dependent on ‘high voltage’ pulse duration. The larger, concentric cylinder represents anLTR

Ž .idealized local dissipation region LDR , whose sizes also depend on pulse length. All observations to date show that area of LDRs is larger than this of
LTRs.
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ŽFig. 2. Real time image of large LTRs involved in calcein green
.fluorescence transport due to medium HV pulses. Here, U f30 Vskin,0

for t s300 ms, N s5 and T s25"18C. The white bar has apulse pulse

length of 250 mm.

2.1. Skin preparation

ŽWe used heat stripped skin thickness of about 50 mm,
f20 mm stratum corneum and 30 mm of underlying

.epidermal tissue . The preparations were placed on waxed
paper, stored refrigerated and used within two weeks.

( )2.2. ‘High Õoltage’ HV pulsing and transdermal Õoltage
( )U measurementssk in

w xAs described previously 15,16 , a skin specimen was
placed into a side-by-side permeation chamber equipped
with outer pulsing electrodes and inner measurement elec-
trodes. The pulsing anode was silver, the cathode stainless
steel, and for measurement of U AgrAgCl electrodesinner

were used. A number of pulses was applied, with inter-
Žpulse spacing ranging from 5 s to 6 min see figure

.captions . The current passing through the chamber was
calculated from the voltage drop across a series 5 V

resistor and stored in a digital oscilloscope together with
the voltage across the inner electrodes. The transdermal

Ž .voltage was then determined using U t sU yskin inner
Ž .I t R , which explicitly accounted for the voltage dropsaline

Ž .across the saline between the sensing ‘inner’ electrodes.

2.3. Pulsing solution and fluorescent molecules

The donor compartment of the chamber contained phos-
Ž .phate buffered saline PBS; pH 7.4 and two water soluble

Ž y1fluorescent tracer molecules calcein, Sigma; 623 g mol ,
. Žcharge, zsy4; 1 mM and sulforhodamine, Sigma; 601

y1 .g mol , zsy1; 1 mM .

2.4. Real-time imaging of fluorescent molecule transport
sites

A small chamber was used with a fluorescence micro-
scope for real-time visualization of transdermal transport

w x20 . This apparatus allowed the SC to be illuminated with
fluorescence excitation light through the receptor compart-
ment. To prevent illumination of the donor solution con-
taining a high concentration of fluorescent molecules, a
black filterpaper was placed at the epidermis side. Further
reduction of excitation light was achieved by providing
methylene blue in the donor compartment, which effec-
tively absorbed excitation light. Both the receptor and the
donor compartment had flow-through capabilities in order
to remove liberated gas bubbles and fluorescent molecules
which crossed the SC and to prevent a degradation of the
donor solution by electrochemical byproducts. A video
camera and VCR were used to acquire and store the
images. For subsequent data analyses, some images were

Ž .transferred to a computer Macintosh, Apple Computer ,
Žand subsequently analyzed by MATLAB The Math-

.Works, Natick, MA software on a computer workstation
Ž .Sparc10, Sun Microsystems .

2.5. Post pulse imaging of molecular transport sites

After pulsing, the skin specimen was removed from the
chamber and placed under a fluorescence microscope
Ž .Olympus BH2 . By changing the illumination, it was
possible to distinguish between sweat duct openings and

Ž .hair follicles incandescent illumination , and local trans-
Ž .port regions LTRs, blue excitation . As depicted schemat-

ically in Fig. 1, an LTR is a region wherein fluorescent
molecule transport is concentrated, while a local dissipia-

Ž .tion region LDR is a region where ionic transport only
occurs. As reported in previous experiments using only

Ž .‘short’ pulses t f1 ms , some fluorescent moleculespulse

are retained long after pulsing ceases, even after washing,
w xleading to characteristic ring-like images 21 , which were

identified as LTR.

Ž .Fig. 3. Green image calcein, real time of small LTRs created by short
HV pulses. Here, U f60 V in a sequence of N s5 pulses atskin,0 pulse

intervals of t s1 min. These short exponential pulses had a time‘int’

constant of t s1 ms. The temperature was held at 25"18C. The LTRpulse

sizes are much smaller than in Fig. 2., with radii ranging from r f40LTR

to 100 mm. The scale bar is 100 mm.
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Ž .Fig. 4. Computer processed red fluorescence image sulforhodamine of a
Ž .large radius, r f250 mm; scale bar, 250 mm LTR created byLTR

Ž‘medium high voltage’ pulsing U f40 V for t s200 ms, Nskin,0 pulse pulse
.s20 at 25"18C . In contrast to Fig. 3, these images were taken after the

experiment, with the skin specimen mounted on a microscope slide.
Many pericellular-red fluorescence-stained corneocytes are visible with a
bright ring. Unlike the case of ‘high-voltage’ pulses, such LTRs have
often an appendage at their centers, which we interpret as involvement of
preexisting aqueous pathways. This is in marked contrast to the behavior

Ž .found at high transdermal voltage U )60 V . Here. the transdermalskin

molecular transport across the skin is considerably greater than with large
HV pulses.

Ž .GLM gel localizing microscopy prolongs localization
of transported molecules upon their arrival at the receptor
side, and was therefore used to demonstrate that these sites

w xinvolve molecular transport across the SC 20 . Briefly, a
Ž . Žthin 1 mm agarose disk 2% agarose, medium melting

.point, Sigma was placed next to the skin on the receptor
side. This method was found to provide significant tempo-
rary localization of the transported fluorescent molecules.
Use of this technique allowed demonstration that the gel-
localized fluorescence was generally aligned with fluores-
cence of LTRs within the SC.

2.6. Electrochemical imaging of small ion transport

Small ions such as Naq or Cly are neither fluorescent
nor light absorbing in a way that usefully contributes to a
contrast mechanism for microscopy. Thus, an electrochem-
ical method was used to visualize LDRs, within which
electrical current due to small ion transport was concen-

w xtrated 20 . A polished silver plate used as anode was
placed behind the skin during pulsing. The reaction Agqq
Cly™AgCl takes place at the silver surface, where the

Ž .almost insoluble and optically absorbing ‘dark’ AgCl
forms deposits at the silver surface. This allowed identifi-
cation of those regions with concentrated Cly transport,
which, we assume also experienced comparable transport
of Naq. Thus regions with large AgCl deposits are inter-
preted as corresponding to regions with the high electrical
current density.

2.7. Laser scanning confocal microscopy

To obtain information about the depth of the retaining
fluorescent molecules within the SC, skin specimens were

Žplaced under a laser scanning confocal microscope Bio-
.Rad on Zeiss-stative . Calcein and sulforhodamine were

Ž .visualized simultaneously filter block K2 .

3. Results

3.1. General obserÕations

We distinguish two voltage and two pulse duration
regions, in which U is used rather than the voltageskin

applied to the electrodes U . U fU due to the muchelec skin SC

greater electrical conductivity of the dermis. A variable
voltage divider effect between the electrode–electrolyte
system and the skin results in reduced electrode voltage

w xappearing across the skin 16 . Here, for example, applica-
tion of 750 to 1500 V across the chamber’s electrodes
results in a peak ‘large high voltage’ of only U f100skin,0

V. Similarly, a pulse with a peak value of 50 to 400 V at
the electrodes gives a ‘medium high voltage’ pulse at the
skin U f20 to 60 V. Pulses were also distinguished byskin,0

their duration, viz. their time constants, t . Pulses withpulse
Ž .t )5 ms usually )100 ms are referred as ‘longpulse

Žpulses’ pulses while pulses with t -5 ms usually 1 topulse
.2 ms are referred to as ‘short pulses’.

( )3.2. Number and size of local transport regions LTRs

Previous investigations using only ‘short pulses’ found
w xthat LTRs had diameters less than about 100 mm 20,21 .
ŽHere we also used much longer exponential pulses tpulse

.s100 to 400 ms , for which the size of LTRs was larger,

Fig. 5. Fluorescence images of small LTRs created by HV pulsing. Here,
U f60 V for most of the pulses in a sequence of N s30 pulsesskin,0 pulse

at intervals of t s1 min. As in Fig. 4, the specimen was washed for‘int’

one day before taking the pictures. These short exponential pulses had a
time constant of t s1 ms at 25"18C. The LTR sizes are muchpulse

smaller than in the preceding figures, with radii ranging from r f40LTR

to 100 mm. The large number of LTRs resulted in many LTRs being
created near previously existing LTRs, and the associated larger LDRs
had considerable overlap. The scale bar is 100 mm.
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with diameters up to 2 r f600 mm. Further, as alsoLTR

found in previous work for short pulses, the pulse voltage
U is less important for LTR size than for LTR number.elec

Specifically, if U is increased the number of LTRskin,0

increases, while their shape and size depends on pulse
duration. Figs. 2 and 3 show real time images for two
extreme cases: long lasting medium voltage pulses, and
short high voltage pulses.

3.3. Morphology and time-dependence of the LTR-fluores-
cence

LTRs are characterized by significantly different re-
gions, which are distinguished by the two charged fluores-
cent molecules, calcein and sulforhodamine. If an LTR is
created by short, large HV pulses, different regions can be

Ž .seen shortly typically less than 10 min after pulsing as

Fig. 6. Confocal image with 10-mm depth into the SC. The skin was pulsed 60 times with U fU f105 V, and after pulsing washed for 1 h. The leftskin SC
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .side scale bar, 200 mm is the red fluorescence image sulphorhodamine . The green calcein image is shown right. B two parts Cross-section of the

Ž .same specimen along the white line in A . The top portion is based on the red fluorescence of sulforhodamine, showing some generalized distribution at
low levels, but a concentrated distribution within the LTR. Conversely, the bottom portion is based on the green fluorescence of calcein, showing the

Ž .distribution along the rim edge of the LTR.
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having a ‘fine structure’ that corresponds to the corneo-
cytes, which are internally stained by both fluorescent

w xmolecules 20 . However, if the skin is removed from the
chamber and then immersed in PBS without the fluores-
cent molecules present, within 2 to 10 h, the central
intensely fluorescent region of the LTR becomes dark,

Žwith only a bright fluorescent ring remaining Figs. 4 and
.5 .

The distribution of the remaining dye within the ring
Ž .structure can be seen by confocal microscopy Fig. 6

where different behavior in spreading between the calcein
and sulforhodamine are found. Comparison of the cross-
sectional fluorescence intensity distribution shows that the
ring structure of calcein is much more pronounced at this

Ž . Ž .time 1 h after pulsing than of sulforhodamine Fig. 7 .
Application of ‘long pulses’ using ‘medium high volt-

ages’ results in even more pronounced ring-like structures
for LTRs and LDRs. However, within the center region of
LTRs, the outlines of corneocytes are often still visible
Ž .Fig. 4 . A bright ring marking the periphery of the LTR is
visible immediately after the pulsing, in contrast to the use
of ‘large high voltage’ pulses.

( )3.4. Local dissipation regions LDRs

Examination of the AgCl images on the underlying
planar silver anode provided visualization of the resistivity
distribution over the SC, with a ring-like structure also
evident. Although a central low resistivity region with a
sharp edge was found, LTRs are surrounded by a diffuse

Ž .ring of low resistivity LDR which is larger than the
Ž .central low resistivity region of the LTR Figs. 8 and 9 .

Although LDRs are larger than LTRs, they nevertheless
occupy only a fraction of the entire skin area. Even the
transport of the charged fluorescent molecules occurs
mainly at the center of a LTR which was evident from
experiments with GLM.

Fig. 7. Cross-sectional histogram for the image in Fig. 6 along the white
Ž .line solid line—calcein, dashed line—sulforhodamine .

Fig. 8. Electrochemical images based on AgCl deposits on a Ag anode
Ž .located behind a skin specimen. A N s60 large HV pulses withpulse

t s1 ms using U s1000 V, which resulted in U f100 V.pulse electrode skin,0
Ž .B N s20 medium HV pulses with t sms using U s400pulse pulse electrode

V, which resulted in U f40 V.skin,0

3.5. LDR Õs. LTR

Because LDRs are sometimes much larger than LTRs,
LDRs merge, forming large, high conductive regions.

3.6. Temperature changes due to local heating within an
LTR and LDR

In the absence of bulk electrochemical reactions, the
passage of electrical current through a resistive medium
causes only heating. Because the effective fractional aque-
ous area involved in ionic transport, F during pulsingw,ions

Ž . w xis relatively small F f0.1 18 , and the currentw,ions

passing through the skin is in the order of 2 Arcm2 at a
transdermal voltage up to 120 V, significant local heating
may occur. This problem has been considered in detail

w xusing several types of temperature measurements 24 and
also by carrying out idealized theoretical calculations for

w xheat transfer in LTRrLDRs 25 . The essential results of
these studies are summarized here, to assist the interpreta-
tion of the present imaging results. Briefly, the spatially
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Ž .Fig. 9. Combined image based on two color fluorescence calcein and sulforhodamine , and on light absorption by AgCl deposits after 30 pulses
Ž .anode—silverplate, U f60 V, t f1 ms . The green fluorescent and red fluorescent spots within large dark regions indicate LTRs for chargedskin pulse

fluorescent melecule transport within merged LDRs for electric current due to small ions. The larger bright areas are glare from the high reflectively Ag
Ž .surface that have insignificant AgCl deposits boundaries marked with pencil . The electrochemical image based on dark AgCl deposits indicates the

spatial distribution of time integrated Cly ion transport.

averaged temperature change over the LDR did not exceed
Ž20 K for pulses with U s80 V and t s1 ms ‘shortskin pulse

.pulse’ and ‘large high voltage’ . However, for ‘long pulses’
with t )100 ms, the temperature rise was larger, sopulse

that 708C was exceed within the LDRs. The overall con-
Ž .clusion of these other studies is that 1 only small,

Ž .generally negligible average ! heating occurs for ‘short
Ž .pulses’, even using ‘large high voltage’ pulses, but 2

‘long pulses’ lead to significant temperature rise, even for
‘medium high voltage’ pulses.

4. Discussion

Both ‘short’ and ‘long pulses’ with ‘medium’ and
‘large high voltages’ are associated with localized ionic
and molecular transport, i.e., LDRs and LTRs are in-
volved. However, the mechanism of enhanced transport
and the type of overall structural changes appears to be
different for the ‘short’ and ‘long pulses’. As an aid to
understanding the detailed discussion of our results, an
overview of our observations and their interpretation is
presented first. Our results are consistent with the hypothe-
sis that short, large HV pulses are associated with a
primary event of spatially localized electroporation of bi-
layer membranes within the stratum corneum.

( )4.1. Short high-Õoltage pulses t -5 ms, U )50 Vpul se sk in

Ž .Pulses of 750 to 1500 V high voltage range across the
electrodes resulted in much smaller peak transdermal volt-

Ž .ages, U f100 V "30 V . The response of the SC toskin,0

the increased U involves both LDRs and LTRs. Re-skin

versible as well as irreversible structural changes were
found. Significant recovery of the transdermal barrier can
occur, besides persistent structural changes. LTRs are re-
vealed by fluorescence microscopy, but are usually not
visible by ordinary light microscopy. Secondary events are

Ž .believed to include: 1 entry of water into much of the
SC, which contributes to both, lateral molecular transport
and visualization of fluorescent molecules within the SC,

Ž .and 2 localized heating within LDRs, with the largest
temperature changes within the LTRs.

(4.2. Long medium-Õoltage pulses t )100 ms, U -pul se sk in
)60 V

In contrast, ‘long pulses’ appear to involve considerable
heating by electrical dissipation in aqueous pathways sub-
sequent to electroporation, i.e., as a secondary process.
The effect of the somewhat smaller U was over-skin

whelmed by the approximately two orders of magnitude
t , and therefore significant local heating occurred. It ispulse

striking that with lower voltages the percentage of LTRs
associated with a sweat duct increases tremendously while
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at high voltages LTRs are never fall together with ap-
pendages. Thus, for the smaller ‘medium high voltage’
pulses, most of the changes are due to thermal effects

Ž .associated with preexisting aqueous pathways sweat ducts
Žwhere only a small number of lipid layers f4 in two cell

.layers needs to be electroporated. Further support for the
importance of heating comes from the comparison of the
skin conductivity after long pulses with unpulsed skin
exposed to elevated temperature above 708C. Taken only

Ž .the involved area LDR into account, in both cases a
specific area conductivity of about 5 mSrcm2 was found.
This is consistent with a known phase transition of SC
lipids from quasi crystal to liquid crystal state for tempera-

w xtures between 65 and 758C 26–28 .

4.3. Time course of pathway creation within the stratum
corneum

Electroporation of a multilamellar structure such as the
stratum corneum is expected to be a complex phenomenon,
with some aspects similar to electroporation of single

Žbilayer membranes artificial planar bilayer membranes
. w xand cell membranes 29–31 . First, the voltage applied to

the electrodes results in charging of the lipid barriers, such
that the largest voltages appear across the barriers with the

Žgreatest resistance here the approximately 100 bilayers of
.the multilamellar SC . There is strong evidence that elec-

troporation of single bilayer membranes is fundamentally
w xstochastic 30,31 , so there is no actual critical voltage, but

instead only an approximate threshold that depends on
pulse duration. For individual bilayer membranes exposed
to ‘short pulses’, a transmembrane voltage of Uf0.5 to 1

Ž .V is needed to create so many aqueous pathways ‘pores’
that the resulting high membrane conductance causes

Žthe transmembrane voltage to drop often termed ‘break-
. Ž .down’ . This first primary stage in which aqueous path-

ways are created is believed to be limited by barrier
charging times of order t f10 ms for single artificialCHG

or cellular bilayer membranes. Similar values govern
w xcharging of the SC 32 . Thus, for both ‘short pulses’ and

‘long pulses’ used here, the primary, onset phase is mainly
controlled by SC charging, and the observed onset at
U f50 to 100 V is consistent with electroporationskin

hypothesis.
The second, main electroporation phase involves elec-

trically driven transport of small ions and molecules
through the then-existing aqueous pathways. In the case of
single planar bilayer membranes, the transmembrane volt-
age is predicted to decay only slowly, even if the exter-

w xnally applied voltage pulse decays exponentially 33 , and
this provides a nearly constant electrical driving force for
electrophoretic or electro-osmotic transport. The situation
within the SC is more complex, but some features of single
bilayer membrane electroporation are again evident. Dur-
ing the second phase the peak transdermal voltage is in the
range U f20 to 120 V, and depends on the pulseskin,0

magnitude. In our interpretation, variable voltage division
Ž .is important, involving two parts of the system: 1 the

Ž .electrodes and electrolyte here PBS external to the SC,
Ž .and 2 the voltage across the SC, which to a good

approximation is U . For the chamber and electrodesskin

used here, if U -1500 V, then U does not exceedelectrode skin

about 120 V, and for ‘short pulses’ electrically driven
transport occurs mainly during the pulses.

For ‘short pulse’ conditions the local heating within an
LTR results in a spatially averaged temperature rise of less
than 20 K from an initial value of 25"18C, so that the
resulting temperature is 458C, which does not imply that
the phase transition temperature is not reached locally.
This could explain the persistent changes found in Rskin

within the LTR even for short pulses. During ‘long pulses’,
the power dissipated within an LDRrLTR often results in
a temperature rise to 708C, so a phase transition for the

w xsphingo-lipid membranes within the SC is triggered 26,27 .
If this occurs during the pulse, secondary thermal effects
are dominant allowing even more changes because of local
electrical forces. Further, localized heating implies that
lateral heat transport over relatively long times should be
considered. Thus, the recovery phase of skin electropora-
tion not only involves recovery of a multilamellar system
perforated by aqueous pathways, but also slow recovery
from thermally induced changes. Taken together, the re-
sults of this study lead to an interpretation of LDRrLTRs
that may involve electroporation as a rapid primary event
followed by slight heating for ‘short pulses’ and ‘large
high voltages’, and significant localized heating for ‘long
pulses’ at ‘medium high voltages’. Further studies will be
needed to clarify the detected nature of this response.

4.4. Kinetics of ionic and molecular transport

After charging of the SC’s multilamellar barrier on a
time scale of 10 ms, for large pulses electroporation occurs
in inter-corneocyte bilayer membranes. One result is local-
ized electropermeabilization, such that LDRs and LTRs are
formed. During the pulse, a local electric driving force for
ions and charged molecules is present and significant
transport occurs through the then-existing aqueous path-
ways. This should be the case if the aqueous pathways are
large enough to accommodate the fluorescent molecule. In
addition to this primary effect of electroporation, there are
important secondary phenomena. Our interpretation is that
the ordinarily water-poor regions between the multi-
lamellar bilayer membranes experience a large influx of
water, with much of it becoming trapped once some
aqueous pathway recovery begins. At the same time, the
SC begins to heat, but with the largest temperature rise in
the centers of LTRs, where the trans-stratum corneum
resistivity is smallest. As evident from time resolved tem-

w xperature imaging studies 24 a heat front propagates dur-
ing the pulse, emerging form the center of an LTR. The
edge of the LTR seems consistent with the region of a heat
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front, where approximately 708C was reached. This is
supported by the fact that essentially permanent alteration
of skin due to heating occurs if about 708C was reached
and the resistance of the interior of an LTR was found to
be irreversible on the time scale of hours. Moreover, the
area resistance of skin which was subjected to tempera-
tures more than 708C is about the same as in the center

Ž 2 .region of an LTR f200 V cm . It is unlikely that the
expansion of the LTR is due to electric interactions, since
the electric field within the surrounding region of an LTR
is not increasing but decreasing, which prevents further
electroporation of membranes. We suggest that the propa-
gating heat front is associated with driving water laterally
within the SC by pressure gradient arising from volume
increase of the heated water. At the end of the pulse, the
LDRrLTR cools, leaving behind a structurally altered
region.

The transport properties of the LDRrLTR are
anisotropic. The center of the LTR contains aqueous path-
ways which are effectively perpendicular to the SC, be-
cause they support transport across the SC. In addition, the
immediate vicinity of the LTR now contains significant
water, and supports lateral spreading of the water soluble
calcein and sulforhodamine by diffusion. However, the
edge of the LTR, the boundary between perpendicular and
lateral pathways, has a lateral barrier function. We con-
clude this from the fact that even after hours of soaking in
fresh saline sharp boundaries of LTR are visible, i.e., the
center appears dark, while a bright fluorescent ring per-
sists. If there were no barriers, the ring would be rather
diffuse or would disappear. According to our interpreta-
tion, the edge of the LTR therefore involves a boundary
that corresponds to the furthest propagation of the tempera-
ture rise needed to cause a orderrdisorder phase transition,
indicated by the irreversible drop in R . In the center ofskin

the LTR, local electrical forces, and possibly also local
pressure gradients, have created the mostly perpendicular
pathways. At the LTR boundary, however, the trans-stra-
tum corneum pathways mostly recover, and this process
effectively seals off the LTR interior. Calcein and sul-
forhodamine introduced into this region during the pulse
become trapped, leaving the characteristic fluorescent ring.
The trans-stratum corneum permeability of the LTR center
does not recover. Without a driving force there is insignifi-
cant transport.

4.5. New structures for ionic and molecular transport

Imaging of LTRs in real time yields a uniformly stained
center and no bright fluorescence borders of corneocytes
for short pulses using large HV. This is consistent with the
hypotheses that the entire corneocytes are involved in
transport for large HV pulses, by creating straight through
aqueous pathways that penetrate corneocytes. In contrast,

long pulses at medium HV result in bright fluorescence
staining around the edges of corneocytes, which suggests
molecular transport around the corneocytes. LTR size
Ž .radius is a function of the electrical power dissipated

Ž .during the pulse. Thus, the boundary ‘ring’ of the LTR
occurs at the site of the furthest extent of the temperature
rise that reaches f708C. Taking into account that the
voltage across the skin differs only by a factor of five in
going from medium HV to large HV, but the pulse dura-
tion varies by two orders of magnitude in going from short
pulses to long pulses, LTR size is mostly determined by
pulse duration, here characterized by t . Earlier studiespulse
w x20,21 used t f1 ms, but different U , and thesepulse skin

pulsing protocols yielded a narrow distribution of LTR
sizes.

4.6. IrreÕersible changes within the stratum corneum

Irreversible alteration may occur, i.e., the resistance of
the SC is permanently lowered. The specific resistance of
the SC inside the LTR after pulsing is about 200 V cm2

which is in good agreement with the behavior of skin
Ž .heated to more than 708C without pulsing . Passive trans-

port after pulsing is consistent with diffusion through the
Ž .persistent high permeability regions LTR .

5. Conclusion

The application of HV pulses to human stratum corneum
may cause multilamellar electroporation within microsec-
onds, followed by localized heating within small regions,
involving up to 10% of the SC-surface. While the pulse
lasts, the local electrophoretic driving force together with
the newly created aqueous pathways yield a large transport
of charged water soluble molecules. Joule heating occurs
within the aqueous pathways and large thermal effects
are responsible for expansion of permeable regions
Ž .LTRrLDR . The localized changes due to thermal effects
are irreversible. LTR size is a function of pulse duration
Ž .t , while LTR number increases with U . This sup-pulse skin

ports the hypothesis that the condition for electroporation
are reached at larger fraction of the skin for higher voltage,
and that heating during the pulse, resulting in a propagat-
ing heat front, expands the permeable region. At low

Ž .pulsing voltage, mostly appendages sweat ducts are elec-
troporated.

6. Important terminology, abbreviations and notation

‘Long pulse’ Exponential pulse with tpulse

G5 ms, usually f100 ms
‘Short pulse’ Exponential pulse with tpulse

F5 ms, usually f1 ms
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‘Medium high voltage’ Exponential pulse amplitude
resulting in U s30 to 60 Vskin,0

Žand 50 to 400 V across elec-
.trodes in present chamber

‘Large high voltage’ Exponential pulse amplitude
resulting in U )60 V andskin,0
Ž750 to 1500 V across elec-

.trodes in present chamber
ŽLTR Local transport region here for

.calcein and sulforhodamine
ŽLDR Local dissipation region small

y q.ion transport, Cl , Na
N Number of identical pulses ap-pulse

plied to electrodes
SC Stratum corneum of skin

Ž .thickness, d f10 to 15 mmSC

U Peak value of transdermal volt-skin,0

age
U Peak value of voltage acrossSC,0

Ž .SC approximately Uskin,0

t Time constant of exponentialpulse

pulse
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